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A Note From the Chair 

In this Christmas season  I am reminded of 

Hawes’ attraction to the way of St Francis 

of Assisi, who started the tradition of the 

Christmas Crib.    Hawes included a 

Christmas Crib in many of his churches 

including Our Lady of Mt Carmel in 

Mullewa and St Francis Xavier Cathedral in 

Geraldton Western Australia. 

The extraordinary purpose-built Christmas 

Crib in the south wall of the Cathedral  

“shouts” Hawes’ Franciscan spirituality and 

the Arts and Crafts Movement principals 

that inspire his architecture. Here the 

Christmas story is beautifully detailed with 

the subtle use of naturally streaming light 

filtered by coloured glass, illuminating 100 

year-old plaster Nativity figurines. In the  

background, one looks out from the scene 

of the Nativity to the mountains and 

Bethlehem itself,  sculpted by Hawes, with  

the Star of Bethlehem transiting the  

“O Holy Night” sky.  

In the Cathedral crypt is a shrine and 

precious relic of the actual crib of the most 

holy Infant Jesus. The wooden shrine and 

reliquary were designed by Hawes. Either 

side of the relic are two plaster angels 

kneeling in adoration of the Christ who 

2,020 years ago was laid in the manger 

which this relic once was part of. A recent 

addition to the shrine is a plaster statue of 

The Infant Jesus in the manger, which 

comes from the Presentation Sisters of 

Geraldton. It is a wonderful addition to the 

Cathedral’s patrimony that illuminates the 

relic and reliquary.  

May the Star of Bethlehem illuminate your 

way to Christ this Christmas season and 

into the New Year.  

Fr Robert Cross MHHI Chair 
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The Christmas Crib in St Francis Xavier Cathedral Geraldton 

Infant Jesus  in Crypt 
New Board Member 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to our newest  

MHHI Board Member,  

Odhran O’Brien. 

Odhran is  the Archivist for the 

Archdiocese of Perth. 

He has a Masters in History in 

WA Colonial History and is  

currently enrolled in furthering 

these studies towards a 

 Doctorate at UWA 

http://www.monsignorhawes.com
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St Andrew’s Church  Carnamah  
While St Andrew’s Church in Carnamah has never been 

considered one of Hawes’ major works in WA, he clearly had an 

influence from its beginnings.  The stone building, pictured right, 

is the original church opened and blessed by Bishop O’Collins in 

1930.    A sketch by Hawes of a proposed Carnamah church 

showed Romanesque windows and other features not included 

in this build, and a note by him, featured in Between Devotion and 

Design, has a sketch by Hawes of the building he designed, and 

the one that was built, with the comment ‘showing it as erected 

with improvements by a local genius!’   

In 1960 the building was cement rendered and roofed in tiles and 

according to The Cathedral Chronicle of December 1960, these 

changes were confusingly referred to by Bishop Gummer as a 

‘new’ church, when in fact substantive changes had been made to 

the original 1930’s church.  It is possible that Hawes had some 

influence on these changes as ‘A more modern campanile with 

round head ‘windows,’ and a narthex incorporating recessing details 

around the entry doors, are elements that Hawes used extensively on 

his buildings’  John Taylor Between Devotion and Design p. 221 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saint Andrew’s  Carnamah  1930’s 

TO VISIT THE BUILDING 

St Andrew’s  is located at 

Cnr Caron & Bowman Streets, Carnamah  

St Andrew’s is owned by the Catholic Diocese of 

Geraldton but is no longer used for regular  

Masses. 

Have you paid  your MHHI Subscription Renewal? 

FROM THE WRITINGS OF JOHN CYRIL HAWES  

 

What is my theory of  building?  Well just 

to follow nature, and the nature of a thing, 

and not to coerce it. The hermit’s eyrie lair 

where I dwell just grows naturally out of 

the rock. You can hardly distinguish where 

God’s rock ends and man’s masonry begins. 

 

Saint Andrew’s  Carnamah  1960’s 

The Board of Monsignor Hawes Heritage Inc has agreed that 

this building should become  part of the Hawes Heritage 

Trail and is working towards having it included in future  

promotional material.  

The sketches by Hawes from Between Devotion and Design 

From  ‘Scratchings of a Cat Islander’ Hawes’ ‘eyrie lair’ - his Hermitage on Cat Island 

http://www.monsignorhawes.com
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Music enthusiasts  gathered in the Piazza on  

October 12th to enjoy  drinks and  nibbles while listening 

to The Geraldton Bells being played from the Cathedral 

Organ by Jacinta Jakovcevic,  the organist for St Mary’s  

Cathedral in Perth.   The crowd  then moved inside  the 

Cathedral and were entertained by  Jacinta playing  a  

repertoire of popular classics interspersed with church  

music.  One of the highlights for the audience was Jacinta 

incorporating The Geraldton Bells  into her rendition of 

Ave Maria. It is  only possible to achieve this combination 

of organ and bells  in one other church  in the world,  and 

that is in New Jersey USA.  

Hawes Heritage Events are very grateful to Jacinta for her 

generosity in sharing her talents. 

 

Click on the link to see details and more photos of these and other Past Events.   

If you would like to propose an event or be part of the HHE  organising committee  

please contact 

Gerry Eastman at   monsignorhawes@gmail.com   or 0417 912997. 

CHRISTMAS IN THE PIAZZA 

SUNDOWNER   BELLS   & ORGAN 

Dominie, Mons. Hawes & Tiffany 
O’Byrne were  

looking very  festive 
Fr Robert  presents  Ann Bell 

with the  

Best Decorated Suitcase Award 

Jan Bowen & Maria  Flavel were 

selling books. 

Julie & Bob Urquhart enjoy a 

Sundowner with Bishop Michael  

 
UPCOMING EVENT 

Roy Harris enjoying the  

Sundowner and Bells 

It was great to see the Monsignor Hawes Heritage Centre 

Piazza and Café  come to life on  December 6th with 

Christmas in the Piazza and The Suitcase Markets.   

There were over 20 Suitcase Stalls selling a variety of 

goods, as well as Devonshire Teas, a Cake Stall,  Raffles, 

and Christmas Carols presented by Sing Australia.  A high-

light was the playing of Christmas tunes on The Geraldton 

Bells. 

Peter & Bernie from  

Radio Mama broadcast their 

show from The Piazza 

https://www.monsignorhawes.com/past-events-2/
mailto:monsignorhawes@gmail.com
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The Heritage Centre is located at 56 Cathedral Ave Geraldton     Open Daily from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.  

email: mhhc.admin@westnet.com.au                   www.monsignorhawes.com/mhh-centre/ 

Postage of merchandise can be arranged.   Phone Di  Trotter (0407 217312). 

Between Devotion & Design 

by John Taylor 

$50 

Stone Upon Stone 

by Steve Marshall 

$40 

Architectural Gems of John Hawes 

by  Rob Lefroy 

$20 

Upon This Rock 

DVD by Sr Chau  Ho  OP 

$20 

www.monsignorhawes.com 

TO STAY  INFORMED AND CONNECTED         CTRL+ CLICK ON THE LINKS 

JOIN  LIKE  FOLLOW  CONNECT  

 

Thanks to the investigative work of MHHI Board Mem-

ber and Heritage Advisor Tanya Henkel, we’ve recently 

become aware of  another building in the Mid-West of 

WA that  was designed by Hawes.    

While the building is no longer standing, and the only 

photographic representation we have of it is in a state of 

dilapidation, the story behind the building is significant  in 

many ways, not least for  the fact that in 1935, when the 

building was constructed, Dean Hawes, as he was then 

known, was Chairman of the Mullewa Hospital Board. 

Where did he find the time?  He was  Parish Priest of 

Mullewa and  Yalgoo as well as  Diocesan Architect, at a 

time when many  buildings, including SFX Cathedral,  

were  under construction.  

Due to the fact that  the Mullewa Hospital was over-

crowded, the Board decided to build what they termed a 

‘Native Ward’ to accommodate the large number of  

local Aboriginal patients.   Hawes stepped in and de-

signed a building sympathetic to the exigencies of the 

climate and health-care needs of the Aboriginal people.   

The West Australian reported that “uniquely” around 

half of the construction costs of the building were paid 

for  by the local Aboriginal people.  It noted that this was 

as a result of a proposal put to the Board by  a Mr R W 

Fremlin, who managed  Murgoo and Mt Narryer Stations.  

When the Government refused to contribute any  more 

than the usual 50% of costs,  the  Aboriginal people on 

his stations agreed to contribute  1/- a week, and other 

station owners were asked to encourage their employ-

ees to do the same. Apart from a couple of direct dona-

tions, this is how the ward was funded. 

If you have a photograph of this building in its original condition, or any other  photos, impressions, or special connections to the 

heritage or person of  Monsignor Hawes that you would like to share   

We’d love to include them in our future Newsletters or on our website and social media pages.   

Email or post to Gerry at monsignorhawes@gmail.com (0417 912997) P O Box 46 Geraldton 6531 

The ‘Native Ward’ before it was demolished. 

https://www.monsignorhawes.com/mhh-centre/
http://www.monsignorhawes.com
https://www.monsignorhawes.com/membership/
https://www.facebook.com/monsignorhawesheritagecentre
https://www.instagram.com/monsignor_hawes_heritage_centr/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/67138606/admin/

